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In a childâ€™s educational career, it is the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) that is arguably the
most imperative phase of growth.  Indeed, during the EYFS not only are children naturally
approaching a fundamentally poignant stage of physical and mental development but they are also
at a point where they are able to digest a far superior amount of knowledge to what they were
previously able to prior to the EYFS (Then â€˜EYFSâ€™ referring to the period between birth and five
years).

To contextualise, throughout the EYFS, children are- as unique entities â€“constantly learning and
acquiring skills that can be transferred through life. To quote, during the EYFS children can be
resilient, capable, confident and self- assured (from EYFS 2012 framework) in their own ability to
develop and maintain positive, multi faceted relationships with both adults and children. And,
despite learning and developing at their own rate, for the duration of the EYFS, children will be at
the peak of their understanding of the world around them.

The overarching principles of the EYFS document are: the acquisition of effective communication
skills; noticeable physical development; enhanced motor skills and forceful personal, social and
emotional development.

Not all of what gets outlined in the guide that supports the  EYFS  is always clear to everyday eye.
This is why there are companies based in the UK that provide supporting EYFS software to
educational professionals and parents to utilise; EYFS software that can be referred to at anytime to
ensure the children in their care are being nourished to their fullest ability.

Simplified EYFS software packages are up to date and continue to be enriched as and when
changes in the EYFS framework occur, they act as effective, reliable and safe reporting tools that
can be stored electronically and are currently in use in many a primary school classroom nationwide
today.  Not just a modern reporting methodology, EYFS software discs are also advantageous for
assessing, tracking and recording the academic, social and physical changes a child goes through
during their time in the early years classroom. In fact, whether a child has recently learned to zip his
own jacket or read â€˜Jack and Jillâ€™ front-to-back without prompts, EYFS software can record every step
a child ever makes and store it for life.

If you would like to know more about EYFS software packages and how they can aid you, visit
Classroom Monitor today.
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a EYFS can need much monitoring but at classroommonitor.co.uk we can provide 
a Early Years Foundation Stage software and 
reporting tools to monitor all pupils. Visit us today for more information!
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